A MESSAGE
FROM PBA leadership
Welcome to the Professional Beauty Association’s 2020 Executive
Summary. We are excited to share our achievements over the past year,
as well as a look at the important work we are doing to elevate the beauty
community during this unprecedented time. As part of our five-year
strategy, we continue to grow a more robust Membership by creating a
unique experience for our Members.
Within this report, you will find key updates on our growth strategy, as well
as our core programs: Membership, Charitable Outreach, Government
Advocacy, Education and our Signature Events. Through the development
of these core areas, we continue on the path to achieving our mission – to
elevate, unite and serve our members and the beauty community.
From the entire volunteer Leadership and Staff at PBA, we look forward
to enhancing your experience as a Member and serving you and the
advancement of the industry into the future.

Steve Sleeper

Sydney Berry

PBA Executive Director

PBA Chair
Salon Services & Supplies
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WE EXIST TO

elevate, unite, & serve
THE BEAUTY INDUSTRY AND THE
PROFESSIONALS WHO IMPROVE
PEOPLE’S LIVES.

PBA
membership
OUR STRATEGIC focus
Our industry salons and spas and the licensed professionals working with clients every day are
the heart of our industry. Since our inception, we’ve been grounded in supporting and serving
the salon and spa professional. Our mission at the Professional Beauty Association (PBA) is to
elevate, unite and serve our diverse membership and the professional beauty industry.
We continue to strive to support this sector and connect them to high-quality professional
education and access to top brands that will help them thrive in today’s consumer driven
atmosphere.

OUR members
As a not-for-profit organization, PBA is the only industry association representing such a broad
section of the professional beauty industry. Our members include manufacturers, distributors,
salons, spas, schools, independent contractors, students, media and industry suppliers. Our
Membership community continues to grow; currently consisting of over 450k beauty-centric
businesses and individuals.
The new Business of 1 membership was created
in 2020 to meet the needs of booth renters and
suite owners. This new membership opportunity
bridges the gap between licensed professionals
and business owners and offers members all
the benefits of individual membership, plus a
library of tailored resources to help members
grow their business.
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PBA membership
THANK YOU TO OUR VALUED

visionary members

Visionary Membership is the highest and most exclusive PBA Membership level. PBA thanks our
Visionary Member companies for their support as we continue our important work to elevate
our industry. A special thanks to all of our new 2020 Visionary Members!

VISIONARY ELITE

VISIONARY PLUS

VISIONARY

*Visionary Members as of April 2021
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PBA membership
MEMBER engagement
PBA’s number one focus is our Members and ensuring they’re engaged and informed on
the latest industry trends, events, and news. Our new website has improved the Member
experience and it shows! With nearly 500% more traffic in 2020 than previous years, we’re
able to better connect and provide information and resources our Members are looking for.
In addition to our website, we’ve focused on additional digital platforms including social
and email communications. Our Instagram followers have grown nearly 20% and our email
communications consistently perform above industry averages.
2020 was an unprecedented year for everyone, but we started strong by offering the community
a complimentary Preferred Membership to help stay connected during shutdowns and
throughout the year. We also kicked off our virtual education to help provide additional
resources and benefits for Members as they looked to grow their business.
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PBA membership
member BENEFITS & RESOURCES
We are committed to serving and connecting our diverse membership through relevant
programs, discounts and research that enhance their personal and professional development.
NEW PARTNER PROGRAM, including SC Health, Doctegrity, Groupon, Dell and more!
PBA MEMBER EDUCATION DISCOUNTS Free or discounted PBA virtual education sessions
with top brands including Andis, WAHL, Ouidad, Dyson and more!
NEW INCENTIVE program with Groupon, Square and Croc USA
NEW L’OREAL LEVEL PROGRAM allowing professionals to purchase a membership
through their points program and make charitable donations
DISTRIBUTOR BENCHMARKING SURVEYS on Operations, and Staffing and Benefits
NEW IN 2020! Online community exclusively for members to connect and network

24/7/365 Nationwide eHealthcare
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PBA
government
advocacy
PBA’S GOVERNMENT ADVOCACY PROGRAM is one of the most valuable assets PBA offers our
members. Our efforts are instrumental in raising awareness of legislative and regulatory issues
among industry professionals. We advocate for the rights of every PBA member by tracking and
responding to state and federal legislation that affects the industry and its professionals and
companies.

LEGISLATIVE tracking & action
Tracking legislation at both the state and federal levels is a priority for PBA. The Small Business
Tax Fairness and Compliance Simplification Act, known commonly in the beauty industry as
the FICA Tax Tip Fairness legislation, has been a priority for PBA for nearly 10 years. The credit
would extend the current 45(b) FICA tax tip credit to salon and spa owners - a credit granted
to restaurant owners in 1993 - while providing equality and increased compliance for America’s
small businesses in the salon and spa industry.
PBA fundraising efforts raised nearly $45,000 in 2019 to support our efforts to move FICA
forward through the legislative process. The legislation was introduced in both the House
(H.R. 1349) and Senate (S. 2634) in the 116th Congress and was assigned to committees. By the
end of 2020, H.R. 1349 had 26 co-sponsors and S. 2634 had 2 co-sponsors.

Fighting Deregulation

FICA
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PBA government advocacy
advocacy response TO COVID-19
In response to the devastating financial burden many business have been faced with during
the national COVID-19 pandemic, we have worked with our sponsors for H.R. 1349 to modify the
proposed legislation to extend the FICA tax tip credit (45B) to the salon industry on a temporary,
retroactive basis to give salons the liquidity they need to make it through the economic crisis.
We also continue to actively engage with Congress to include the FICA tax tip credit for the
salon industry in the next COVID relief package. Over 54,912 PBA Industry Advocates have
made more than 328,868 connections with lawmakers in support of tax relief for the beauty
industry. Other efforts in 2020 include:
Surveyed the industry to see if the CARES Act programs were working for them
Engaged with the industry to communicate to Congress the changes needed in the
Paycheck Protection Program through an industry letter and campaign. 3,474 advocates
took action and signed onto the letter or commented on regulations.gov.
Worked with lobbyists, industry partners, and industry members to communicate the need
for targeted relief for the industry to Congress
Worked with industry experts to create guidelines for opening salons
Partnered with the CA office to promote industry re-opening and provided critical data to
support safe re-openings with guidelines
Worked with all 50 states to communicate guidelines and serve as a resource on task forces
and roundtables
Tracked and provided ongoing reopening alerts and guidelines for each state

PBA industry advocates
PBA’s Industry Advocate program is a grassroots effort made up of industry professionals who
are dedicated to taking action on state legislation affecting the beauty industry. Our advocates
are the first line of contact to state cosmetology boards, elected officials, and their staff and
serve as the eyes and ears on the ground when it comes to legislative matters that directly affect
beauty industry businesses and professionals.
The PBA Industry Advocate program continues to grow with more than 99,593 PBA advocates
across the U.S. In 2020, 68,112 advocates were added and 565,160 actions were taken. PBA
works diligently to keep advocates informed. We track legislation and send out Action Alerts
via email and text when state legislation is introduced that would impact the industry and
requires action. Additionally, we created the Beauty Industry Advocate Toolkit, which includes
Communicating with Elected Officials, Deregulation 101, and Advocacy Ladders of Engagement
available for download on our website, to help advocates understand the advocacy process and
successfully communicate and meet with legislators.
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PBA government advocacy
PBA INDUSTRY ADVOCATES IN action
Since the beginning of 2019, PBA has launched more than 47 targeted campaigns in support
or opposition of legislation that would significantly affect the beauty industry. Our Industry
Advocates made a total of 607,887 connections with legislators in 2019 and 2020. Some
examples of the actions include:
BLOW-DRY DEREGULATION

AZ
973 advocates,
6,710 connections

CO
488 advocates,
533 connections

FULL OR PARTIAL DEREGULATION

TX
2,877 advocates,
10,583 connections

HOUR REDUCTION

TX

4,097 advocates,
16,874 connections

RI

WV
12 advocates,
396 connections

245 advocates,
3,482 connections

MN
MI
96 advocates,
1,011 connections

UT
182 advocates,
191 connections

OK
150 advocates,
390 connections

6,383 advocates,
144,407 connections

IL

4,051 advocates,
4,980 connections

TN
5,266 advocates,
53,095 connections
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PBA government advocacy
professional.
I AM licensed.
I AM A

Thousands of advocates have also joined
the I Am A Professional. I Am Licensed.
grassroots campaign dedicated specifically
to protecting cosmetology licensing at the
state level. Through this program, advocates
receive display materials and specific talking
points to help them better understand the
importance of licensing so they can inform
both their clients and legislators. Look for a
fresh look to the I Am program in 2021.

live EDUCATION
PBA hosted its first California Compliance Symposium during the International Salon + Spa
Expo in January 2020. This one-day, sold-out live advocacy event welcomed more than 100
attendees who were able to ask a panel of experts about critical beauty industry topics and
issues, including legal forms of compensation, creating compliant booth rental establishments,
differences in pay (hourly, piece rate and commission), state payroll taxes and more.
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PBA
charitable
outreach

PBA Charities are managed and funded through the PBA Foundation, a tax exempt 501 (c) (3)
organization that supports charitable initiatives and the historical preservation of the beauty
industry. Along with domestic abuse awareness and education, and disaster relief, the
Foundation funds educational scholarships, and heritage initiatives, which preserve the
industry’s history, archives and artifacts. The PBA Foundation is controlled and operated by the
Professional Beauty Association (PBA).
PBA is also pleased to announce that we have partnered with AmazonSmile to benefit the PBA
Foundation. Now industry professionals can support PBA Foundation Charities, including both
CUT IT OUT and the PBA Disaster Relief Fund, every time they shop on Amazon at no additional
charge to them. The link to set up your AmazonSmile charity can be found on the homepage of
the PBA website.

The PBA Disaster Relief Fund was founded in 1955
and has been activated numerous times since
to assist professionals in the beauty community
rebuild their lives following a natural disaster. The
Fund is supported by generous donations from
industry professionals and businesses. We have
raised and distributed more than $2 million
to support industry professionals during natural
disasters. 100% of donations go directly to those in
need to pay for essential items - clothing, food, bills,
supplies and tool replacement - those affected desperately need to get back on their feet.

In 2020, the Disaster Relief Fund awarded $100,250 in aid to 134 beauty industry
professionals to assist in recovery from a Nashville tornado, Hurricane Laura, Florida
flooding and West coast wildfires.
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PBA charitable outreach

CUT IT OUT mobilizes salon/spa professionals, students, and others to fight domestic abuse in
communities across the U.S. CUT IT OUT builds awareness of domestic abuse through display
materials in participating salons, connecting salons to local domestic violence agencies, and by
training salon/spa professionals and students to recognize warning signs and safely refer clients
to resources.

THE CUT IT OUT PROGRAM
CONTINUES TO grow
CUT IT OUT training materials were updated with
new videos produced by platinum sponsor L’Oreal,
featuring testimonials from real people recovering
from abusive relationships, as well as information from
domestic abuse professionals
SportClips, Great Clips, L’Oreal and Salon Centric
became Platinum Sponsors
New CUT IT OUT mirror clings were added to
complimentary awareness materials
CUT IT OUT became an approved domestic violence
sponsor for mandatory training in Illinois

CUT IT OUT is made possible by the
generous support of our sponsors.
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PBA charitable outreach

The PBA COVID-19 Relief Fund was
launched in March 2020 in response
to the unprecedented need of licensed
beauty professionals across the country
who experienced loss of income due to
the Coronavirus pandemic. Thanks to the
generous donations of our industry partners,
the Fund has raised more than $1.6 million
and more than 3,000 professionals have
been awarded grants. 100% of donations go
directly back to licensed professionals in need.

THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS

*As of December 31, 2020
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PBA
signature
events
AND WECOSMOPROF
In conjunction with our partner BolognaFiere USA Inc., PBA produces Cosmoprof North
America (CPNA), the largest international business-to-business beauty trade show in North
America. Cosmoprof accepted the challenge that 2020 issued by pivoting its strategy and
offering WeCosmoprof, consisting of two digital events occurring in June and October in place
of its traditional live event.
The innovative format was made available to
the 3,000 exhibitors with more than 40,000
operators from over 100 countries joining
the initiative. The core of the event was the
networking platform, Cosmoprof My Match,
which allowed companies, buyers, retailers,
and distributors to re-establish relationships
with key players in the industry, thanks to the
implementation of messaging services and
virtual rooms for exclusive video calls.

Due to the success of WeCosmoprof in 2020, it
will continue into the future, even as CPNA once
again becomes a live event. It meets the new
challenges of the global beauty community by
providing enhanced technologies, fine-tuned
processes, widespread media coverage and
language options all put together to offer
tangible business development opportunities
to the entire beauty industry.
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PBA signature events
JANUARY 25-27, 2020 | LONG BEACH, CA

The International Salon + Spa Expo is the industry’s premiere event for licensed cosmetologists,
estheticians and business owners to discover the newest products and innovations, learn from
top industry educators and influencers, and to gain insights on their favorite brands to become
knowledgeable brand ambassadors. Welcoming tens of thousands of professionals each
January, ISSE has become an all-inclusive 3-day industry experience like no other.

With more than 25,000 attendees, 300 top
brands and 200 classes, ISSE 2020 was an
unparalleled experience for both attendees
and exhibitors. ISSE 2020 attendees learned
from a highly curated line-up of educators
and influencers. The 2020 show floor
included several new offerings, including
the exclusive PBA Member Lounge, the PBA
Pro Connect Lounge featuring top industry
influencers including Larisa Love and Matty
Conrad, and new specialty sections, including
Beauty Focus, featuring the hottest new
indie brands, and Green Beauty.
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PBA signature events
JANUARY 25, 2020 | LONG BEACH, CA
The North American Hairstyling Awards
(NAHA), is the most prestigious professional
beauty competition in North America and the
premiere platform for beauty professionals to
push the boundaries and bring their artistic
visions to life.
The esteemed event was held Saturday,
January 25th at the Long Beach Convention
Center during ISSE, for the second time
in the show’s 31-year history. NAHA 2020
celebrated the industry’s leading talent and featured 16 categories of excellence across
hair, makeup, and nail artistry, including the coveted Hairstylist of the Year Award and
the new #NAHAMoment award.
In addition to the awards ceremony, NAHA 2020 included a red-carpet reception welcoming
NAHA finalists, previous NAHA winners, industry icons, leading beauty influencers, and
celebrities to the show, including Fox News’ Amanda Salas, Candy Shaw, Ryan Weeden, Zach
Mesquit, Philip Wolff, Alfredo Lewis, Matty Conrad, Nicholas French, and more.

WINNERS OF THE 2020 naha

awards include:

Avant Garde | Rodrigo Araneda

Nail Professional of the Year | Cassandra Clark

Editorial/Session Stylist of the Year | Lucie Doughty

NAHAMoment | Erica Reynolds Keelen

Haircolor | Chrystofer Benson

Newcomer Stylist of the Year | Cassie Carey

Haircutting | Yuki Yasui

Salon/School Design of the Year | TONI&GUY Galleria

Hairstylist of the Year | Silas Tsang

Student Hairstylist of the Year | Dorothy Greene

Makeup Artist of the Year | Katie Nash

Styling and Finishing | Michelle O’Connor

Master Hairstylist of the Year | Julie Vriesinga

Team of the Year | Salon by Instyle Design Team

Men’s Hairstylist of the Year | Ammon Carver

Texture | Norm Wright
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PBA signature events
SEPTEMBER 2 & OCTOBER 7 | VIRTUAL

The PBA Executive Summit is where manufacturers, distributors, salon & spa owners and
industry leaders come together to connect and collaborate; utilizing consumer and salon
insights, forecasting and visionary thought to unite, inspire, create change, and spark innovation.
The 2020 Summit, which was a two-part virtual event due to COVID, explored themes of
reinvention and transformation.

The first session, held in September, featured
an informative keynote on the mindset of
reinventors by New York Times bestselling
author Josh Linkner, followed by an in-depth
discussion with Kecia Steelman, Chief Store
Operations Officer, President of International
Ulta Beauty, on how Ulta is driving
transformation for growth. Titled “The Road
to Reinvention: How inventive thinking can
drive success in turbulent times,” the theme
was particularly apropos given the challenges
facing the industry.

The second session, held in October,
featured deep insights on “Beauty in the
Age of Covid” presented by Denise Herich,
co-founder and managing partner of The
Benchmarking Company, along with an
insightful panel discussion focused on
consumer behavior featuring Yene Damtew,
Aesthetics Salon Owner; Bertrand Fontaine,
President of SalonCentric - A Division of
L’Oreal USA; Stefan Mund, Regional Head
Henkel Beauty Care Professional North
America; and Christina Russell, CEO of Sola
Salon Studios & The Woodhouse Day Spas.
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PBA signature events

PBA’s Beacon is an elite program for students that provides top beauty school students an
opportunity to be mentored by leading industry influencers, and create connections with
owners from the most prestigious salons across the US. Designed to inspire and prepare
students for a successful career, the prestigious Beacon program accepts a limited number of
applicants each year.
PBA strongly believes that offering
students an unparalleled educational
and inspirational experience is essential
to grow a robust industry. We created the
Beacon Peer Mentor program in 2020,
inviting previous Beacon attendees to apply
for the opportunity to attend Beacon again
in a leadership role designed to guide the
students through the weekend while offering
advice and inspiration. Seven incredible
beauty professionals attended the 2020
event in Long Beach as Peer Mentors and the
program continues to expand.

We are currently working with industry
partners, such as Premiere Orlando, to
host a one-day Beacon program at other
industry events across the U.S. The “Beacon
Pop-Up” program will feature several of our
Beacon educators and focus on business
education. We are extremely excited to take
this program on the road and to connect
with the future of our industry. We continue
to explore partnership opportunities like this
with other industry events across the U.S.

to our generous Beacon sponsors, including Schedulicity who offered five $500 scholarships to
Beacon students to use to offset the costs to attend Beacon or to invest in their education or business.
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PBA
student
outreach
ONLINE education
PBA successfully launched it’s virtual education program in 2020, kicking off with COVID-19
focused sessions and developing in to technical, business and advocacy sessions. Throughout
the year we partnered with top brands to bring high quality education to all Members to help
improve their skills and grow their business.
The program continues to grow exponentially.
Since the start of the program in March 2020 December 2020:
We have hosted more than 75 sessions
More than 10k+ attendees
Raised nearly $10,000 for COVID Relief Fund
through webinar attendance

SCHOLARSHIP opportunities
PBA strongly believes that education is key to a
successful career. To foster professional growth,
PBA and industry partners are supporting
current and aspiring professionals through our
scholarship program. PBA proudly manages
and distributes funds for three scholarship
opportunities: Rosy Salon Software, Minerva
Beauty, and PBA Lifetime Member Scholarship.
All PBA scholarships seek to support aspiring
and/or current cosmetology students and
working professionals.
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“I’m beyond thankful to have
received this scholarship. I cannot
wait to continue to grow in my
artistry and career! I’m excited for
what the future holds!”

Kaitlyn Skinner
ROSY SALON SOFTWARE
SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
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PBA 2020
financial
overview
As a not-for-profit organization serving our members
and the professional beauty industry, all revenues
generated by PBA go directly back into serving our
membership through our core programs.
Miscellaneous 1%

Charitable
Donations
30%

Signature
Events
52%
Investments 1%
Education
2%
Membership
14%

General &
Administrative
19%

Education 4%

Signature
Events
42%

Government
Advocacy
6%

Charities 19%
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PBA
volunteer
leadership
PBA board

of directors

SYDNEY BERRY | chair
Salon Services & Supplies | Renton, WA
JAY ELARAR | vice chair
Moroccanoil | Montreal, QC
CYNTHIA FELDMAN | treasurer
Progressions Salon Spa Store | Rockville, MD
BETH CARSON
Sam Villa | Las Vegas, NV
ALEX COHN
Premier Beauty Supply | Northbrook, IL
BONNIE CONTE
Avalon Salon and Day Spa | Deer Park, IL
JENAE DAVIS
Salon Jenae | Bloomington, IL

OUTGOING BOARD MEMBERS:
SCOTT BUCHANAN
Scott J Salon and Spa
KEVIN BARRETT
Fromm International

BETH HICKEY
Spa Specialties Representatives | Arlington, TX
ZACH RIEKEN
Living Proof | New York, NY
PEGGY SUE SCHMOLDT
Academy of Cosmetology Arts | Denver, CO
OLIVER STEINNAGEL
Oliver’s Hair Salon | Overland Park, KS
KARL SWEIS
SWEIS, Inc | Torrance, CA
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PBA volunteer leadership
PBA advisory

councils

BEAUTY PROFESSIONAL/NCA COUNCIL
PEGGY SUE SCHMOLDT | chair
Academy of Cosmetology Arts, LLC | Denver, CO
CHRYSTOFER BENSON
Chrystofer Benson Collective | South Weber, UT
DR. TYE CALDWELL
ShearShare | McKinney, TX
JENAE DAVIS
Salon Jenae | Bloomington, IL

OUTGOING ADVISORY
COUNCIL MEMBERS:
MARCIA BIRD
Raritan Valley Community College
BETH HICKEY
Spa Specialties Representatives
STEVEN PORTER
Steven Porter Hair

LISA LANE
Lisa’s of Annapolis | Annapolis, MD
ANTONIO VOZZOLO
Kimera Salon | Jericho, NY

DISTRIBUTOR COUNCIL
ALEX COHN | chair

Premier Beauty Supply | Northbrook, IL
JENNIFER ALMONTE
Paramount Beauty | Hauppauge, NY
SYDNEY BERRY
Salon Services & Supplies | Renton, WA
WES BROWN
Beauty Solutions | Santa Cruz, CA

OUTGOING DISTRIBUTOR
COUNCIL MEMBERS:
BRIAN SLAICK
EISS

SHEILA PHILLIPS
Liquid Assets, LLC | Baton Rouge, LA
KARL SWEIS
SWEIS Inc. | Torrance, CA
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PBA volunteer leadership
PBA advisory

councils

MANUFACTURER COUNCIL
ZACH RIEKEN - chair
Living Proof | New York, NY
DAVID BERGLASS
DAVEXLABS LLC | Santa Monica, CA
BETH CARSON
Sam Villa | Las Vegas, NV
JAY ELARAR
Moroccanoil | Montreal, QC
ELIZABETH KENNY
Zotos Professional | Darien, CT

OUTGOING MANUFACTURER
COUNCIL MEMBERS:
KEVIN BARRETT
Fromm
REUBEN CARRANZA
Luxury Brand Partners
TREVOR ATTENBOROUGH
Kao USA Inc.
HARLAN KIRSCHNER
The Kirschner Group

JASON YATES
John Paul Mitchell Systems Inc | Los Angeles, CA

SALON/SPA COUNCIL
OLIVER STEINNAGEL - chair
Oliver’s Hair Salon | Overland Park, KS
KARIE BENNETT
Atelier Salons | Sunnyvale, CA
MAGGIE DIFALCO
Maggie The Salon | Pembroke Pines, FL
CYNTHIA FELDMAN
Progressions Salon Spa Store | Rockville, MD

OUTGOING SALON/SPA COUNCIL
MEMBER:
BONNIE CONTE
Avalon Salon and Day Spa
GAYLE FULBRIGHT
Headlines THE Salon

JEFF GRISSLER
The Salon Professional Academy | Wilmington, NC
CANDY SHAW
Jamison Shaw Hairdressers | Atlanta, GA
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PBA staff

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
STEVEN SLEEPER | Executive Director
RACHEL MOLEPSKE | Director of Leadership Operations & Charitable Programs

MEMBER ENGAGEMENT & SERVICES
BOB MEYERS | General Manager of Membership
ELIZABETH FANTETTI | Director of Member Engagement
JANICE OLSON | Member Engagement Manager
BETTY SHARP | Member Engagement Manager

FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION
STEVE WILKERSON, CPA | Chief Financial Officer
LORI A. RAYHORN, CPA | Director of Accounting & Administration
CHRISTY WEAVER | Finance & IT Manager

EVENT OPERATIONS
AUDRA JONES | General Manager of Events
SHILOH VALERIANO | Event Operations Manager
GINA MOON | Event & Registration Manager

SALES
TRISHA THIEDE | Sales Manager
REBECCA BURNS | Sales Support Specialist

EDUCATION
LESLIE PERRY | Education Manager
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PBA staff
GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
MYRA Y. IRIZARRY REDDY | Director of Government Affairs
KATI RAPOZA | Advocacy Program Manager

CHARITABLE PROGRAMS
RACHEL MOLEPSKE | Director of Charitable Programs

MARKETING
NINA DAILY | Director of Marketing
ANGELICA KENRICK | Digital Brand Manager
ERIN WALTER | Membership Brand Manager
JULIE MELTON | Associate Brand Manager
SHERI REARICK | Event Brand Manager
AMANDA SMITH | Brand Design Manager
DANI TARGOSZ | Graphic Designer
KIM CALDERON | Graphic Designer
LOGAN FOWLER | Digital Marketing Coordinator
TAYLOR TRUJILLO | Marketing Coordinator
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